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Dual-phase TPCs as DM detector
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Elastic spin-independent cross section
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PandaX-II 329 1.95 0.06

XENON1T 1300 0.23 0.0001

PandaX-4T 2670 0.10-0.13 0.001
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Detector capability: 
q Large monolithic target
q 3D reconstruction and fiducialization
q Good ER/NR rejection 
q Calorimeter capable of seeing a 

couple of photons/electrons



Possible Origins of Isolated S2s
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Elastic spin-independent cross section

Ø Electrons are trapped at liquid-gas surface;
Ø Impurities get photoionized by scintillation lights;
Ø Fowler-Nordheim emission of electrons due to locally strong field 

near wires;
Ø Events happen between gate and liquid surface.
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Proposal of Geiger-Geometry TPC (GG-TPC)
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Elastic spin-independent cross section

Ø Single wire at central axis serves as anode. Proportional scintillation happens 
near anode wire; No liquid-gas surface is needed.

Ø Field strengths along radial positions are designed to be non-uniform. Field 
at cathode are minimal.

Top view Side view

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.06903



Field Simulation
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Elastic spin-independent cross section
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Field Simulation
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Elastic spin-independent cross section

Ø Detector diameter of 3m;
Ø Cathode at -1kV, gate at 10kV, anode at 

40kV;
Ø 12 gate wires, 450 cathode wires;
Ø Standard deviation of field strengths is at 

<1% level;

Challenges:
Ø Classification between SE and S1;
Ø Position Reconstruction;
Ø Low-energy ER correction and 

reconstruction.



Classification between S1 and SE
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Elastic spin-independent cross section

Ø Pulse shape can be used for discriminating between S1s and single-electron S2s;
Ø Using tools such as convolutional neural network, the classification accuracy reaches 

about 80% level when hit number is larger than 20;
Ø The sampling rate of DAQ plays minor role in the classification;
Ø If we want to reach high classification accuracy, best way is to have high charge 

amplication (SE gain).



Position Reconstruction
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Elastic spin-independent cross section
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Ø Phi position is not important in GG-
TPC because the structure is axial-
symmetrical;

Ø Z position is very important for the 
rejection of surface background etc;

Ø S2 pattern on side PMTs does not show 
clear feature for Z reconstruction, best 
resolution at center is about 4.5cm. 

S1 pattern S2 pattern



Light Sensors on Top/Bottom - TBA
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Ø We can put light sensors also on top and bottom plane of GG-TPC; SiPMs and light guide 
coupled with PMTs can be potential choices;

Ø Top-Bottom Asymmetry of S2s can be used to reconstruct Z position;
Ø However TBA-based reconstruction has good resolution for events from middle of GG-

TPC, it does not have good resolution for events at top/bottom and with low S2s.



Light Sensors on Top/Bottom - Pattern
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Template
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Ø Using the pattern, it can reach better Z resolution in region near top/bottom plane;
Ø The Z resolution is in order of cm or sub-cm level, which is sufficient for surface 

background rejection;
Ø More light sensors (pixelization) do improve the resolution, but not significantly.



Simulation results of signal responses
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Ø Simulation include the effects of electron diffusion and field variation, which can lead 
to the resolution of R position determination;

Ø Utilize NESTv2 to determine the ER/NR responses at different field strength;
Ø Position resolution at estimated level (~cm) does not affect the rejection power much;
Ø At nominal voltages (C: -1kV, G: 10kV), the rejection power is not very optimal (about 

1% - 2.5% level), especially at regions with R>100cm;
Ø Further increasing cathode-gate voltage difference help optimizing the discrimination.



Summary
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Elastic spin-independent cross section
Ø We propose a Geiger-Geometry time projection chamber, which utilizes the 

electroluminescence in liquid xenon as the mechanism for amplifying charge 
signal;

Ø Such GG-TPC has non-uniform field on its radial position (drift direction);
Ø GG-TPC has no liquid-gas surface and low field strength near cathode, which 

can potential decrease the rate of isolated S2 due to electrons trapped at liquid 
surface and electrons emitted from electrode due to Fowler-Nordheim emission;

Ø GG-TPC has 80% accuracy to discriminate between S1s and SE-S2s. And 
higher S2 gain helps;

Ø GG-TPC needs light sensors on top/bottom planes to help reach high Z position 
reconstruction resolution. Using the pattern on top/bottom light sensors, the 
resolution can reach cm or sub-cm level near top/bottom planes.

Ø GG-TPC has its ER/NR discrimination power depending on R, but can be 
calibrated well. If a higher discrimination power is needed, it requires to 
increase the voltages applied to electrodes.


